DONNA STRETTON COUNSELLING
Website Privacy Policy

No personal information is collected or stored when you visit this site.
Cookies are used to on this site and the following is an explanation as to how
they are used.
What are cookies?
Cookies are small text files downloaded onto your device (e.g. computer or smartphone)
when you access a website. They are typically used to store things such as user
preferences. If you revisit a site, you will be remembered and the website will respond with
your choices and preferences.
Persistent cookies – are stored on your device when you are no longer on the website.
Session cookies – are stored only while you are on the website, they expire once you leave
the website.

Cookies used on this website
Some cookies are strictly necessary that are required for the performance of the website
and for security.
Some cookies are used for functionality, for example to analyse and monitor the
performance of the website.
Google Analytics is used to monitor the use of this site so that the site can be improved for
future users and to understand how the site is used. Cookies are used to analyse how the
site is used, for example, which pages are clicked on and for how long a user is on a page.
No personal information is collected by analytic cookies.
For a full list of the cookies used on this website please see below.
Can I turn cookies off?
Yes, it is possible to turn off cookies. However, if you turn them off you may be unable to
use all of the website. For how to do this using Google see
https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/61416?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=en

Further information
If you would like more information about cookies please visit http://www.allaboutcookies.org/
For information on Google Analytics Privacy notice visit:
http://www.google.com/intl/en/privacy/privacy-policy.html
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Cookies used on this website:
First-Party Cookies

Cookie name

Duration

Purpose

ForceFlashSite

Session

When viewing a mobile site (old mobile under
m.domain.com) it will force the server to display the
non-mobile version and avoid redirecting to the
mobile site

hs

Session

Security

smSession

Persistent
(Two days
or two
weeks)

Identifies logged in site members

XSRF-TOKEN

Session

Security

svSession

Persistent
(Two years)

Identifies unique visitors and tracks a visitor’s
sessions on a site

SSR-caching

Session

Indicates how a site was rendered.

smSession

Persistent
Identifies logged in site members
(Two weeks)

Strictly Necessary

Functionality

Third-Party Cookies
TS*

Session

Security

TS01*******

Session

Security

Tsxxxxxxxx (where x is
replaced with a random
Session
series of numbers and
letters)

Security

TSxxxxxxxx_d (where
x is replaced with a
Session
random series of
numbers and letters)

Security

_ga

Persistent

Performance cookie used by Google Analytics

_gat

Session

Performance cookie used by Google Analytics

-gid

Persistent
(24 hours)

Performance cookie used by Google Analytics
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